
AIMEE MANN NEW SINGLE

Aimee Mann (born September 8, ) is an American singer-songwriter. Mann began her In , Mann recorded songs for the
soundtrack to the Paul Thomas Anderson film Magnolia, which earned Academy Award and Grammy Award.

The best is this ballad about that point where even the most devoted lovers have to admit defeat. Late saw the
release of Live at St. It was followed in by the critically acclaimed Forgotten Arm, a concept album built
around the return from Vietnam of a drug-addicted boxer. She trained with the boxing trainer Freddie Roach ;
[14] the album's title is derived from a boxing move in which one arm is used to hit the opponent, causing him
to "forget" about the other, which is then used to deliver a harsher blow. Following that, Mann turned her
attention to her ninth solo album, recording the deliberately slow and sad Mental Illness with producer Paul
Bryan. In April , she collaborated with Leo on The Both , their first album. She remained in the spotlight
through semi-regular concerts and a memorable cameo on the IFC comedy series Portlandia before finally
returning in the fall of with Charmer, her first album in four years. For Lost in Space, she waits to unleash this
torrent of sorrow until the very end. In the summer of , Mann returned to the forefront with the self-released
Lost in Space. The album appeared in March  For most of , Mann battled Imago in an attempt to free herself
from the label, eventually winning her independence at the end of the year. I started to feel like it was not
really my thing. This piano-and-orchestra beauty shows off her idiosyncratic side, as she inhabits a character
who becomes involved with a Jimmy Stewart lookalike many years her younger. In , Mann released I'm with
Stupid , her second album, through Geffen Records [11] which, like her debut, garnered positive reviews but
modest commercial success. Mann spent the next few years working on adapting The Forgotten Arm into a
musical, a project that was ultimately abandoned. However, the album was just a small hit, spending only
seven weeks on the American charts, where it peaked at  Two singles were released from the album - the title
track, which featured a music video directed by The Best Show 's Tom Scharpling ; and "Labrador," which
featured actor Jon Hamm and references to Mann's music video work with 'Til Tuesday. When that band fell
apart, a lesser artist might have faded into anonymity. Mann said that she was much more pleased with it than
the band's debut album, primarily because she felt it made more of a personal statement about her life.
Originally available only at live dates, the solo Bachelor No. She signed a contract with Reprise Records after
Imago went under, but Imago prevented her from releasing any records. Mann leaned into the perception of
herself as a chronicler of woe in the songs on the album, but she earns the emotion time and again thanks to
her sizable gifts. Mann's second album, I'm with Stupid, was released in England in the late fall of and in
January of in America. In , Mann released The Forgotten Arm , a concept album set in the s about two lovers
who meet at the Virginia State Fair and go on the run. Again, it was greeted with positive reviews yet weak
sales. According to Stereogum , in the early 90s Mann was seen as "an 80s pop casualty". In , Mann started
performing with Ted Leo in a project that was eventually named Both; the duo released an album, also called
Both, in  The album debuted on the Billboard at number 32 and on the Top Independent Albums chart at
number 2. The album's lead single, "Goose Snow Cone," was released on the same day. On this track marked
by a typically wending Mann melody and some clattery percussion, Brion ladles on all kinds of squiggles and
squawks, conjuring almost a horror movie vibe, to keep listeners surprised throughout. Mann does the rest
with one of her most evocative metaphors.


